
Group Footpath Secretaries’ Reports
October 2016 to February 2017

Lancaster 
The Lancaster group has been involved in no consultations since the last meeting.
Since the Paralegal at LCC (Megan Brindle) left their employment we have had no
notices either directly or via Ramblers CO. Situation to be investigated.
Confirmed diversion order (FP 516005) around Burton Hill Farm, Dent, issued. We
had no objections.
DMMO order for additional FP in Bolton-le-Sands, through the old Packet Boat pub
car park, has been made (25/01/2017). No formal correspondence received yet but
no objection likely to be made. Site local to me and visited.
Three DMMOs applied for  on 10/10/2016,  2  in  Silverdale  near  Brown’s  Houses,
addition of FP and deletion of FP (clearing-up procedures) and 1 in Tatham near
Botton Head, mixture of FP/Bridleway additions and deletions and an upgrade to
restricted bye-way.
Aikengill, Lancaster – new plans have appeared since the last meeting which now
look OK (BKJ)
LD Ease of Use Surveys – Lancaster names and details sent to Nick Thorne and
awaiting date of the training course.
Reported footpath complaints for the Lancaster area, October, 2016 to January 2017
inclusive:
Lancashire – 25 (mostly after group FP check walks)
Cumbria, SLDC – 2
Cumbria, YDNP – 0
Out of Area – 3 (passed to relevant FP secretary)
Neil Herbert

Kendal CCC outside LDNP
Footpath Complaints/Enquiries  
A total of 5 submitted to CCC reported by Kendal and Lancaster members
Consultations: DMMOs
Kendal: closure of short dead end in Rinkfield. Two substitute paths now provided
and in use.
Kendal:  Diversion/  realignment  of  FP  at  Carus  Green  where  washed  away  by
erosion. No Order yet made
Claims for FPs
Arnside: FP claim for link from station to Arnside Knott; not yet being considered
Kendal  and  Helsington:  46  claims  not  yet  considered.  One  additional  claim  in
Kendal.
Old Croft Millholme New Hutton. Shortly to go before CCC Highways committee, but
still further postponement.
Flood Damage. 
Gooseholme footbridge again taken out of service as unsafe as a consequence of
2015 floods
Restoring the Record/Lost Ways.
Many claims being drafted.
Big Pathwatch
Ongoing
Ernie Robin 



Grange
Footpaths – Berners Footpath – SLDC suggested transferring the ROW from the
railway crossing to this newly created footpath.   Ian Brodie advised that the railway
crossing footpath should remain a ROW, and the newly created Berners Footpath
should  additionally  be  adopted as  an official  ROW.  The  Planning Office  did  not
previously have contact details for Planning Applications involving footpaths, but now
had an email contact address, and they would be approached.   Sharpe Legacy –
improvement to the west of Beacon Tarn has been suggested to benefit from this
legacy.   New finger posts at the Pheasant Inn, Allithwaite, had been taken down and
moved.   This has been reported to the relevant authority.   Ease of Use on footpaths
– the National Park has funds to train more people.  Two ramblers from Grange are
prepared to be trained.
Jennifer Gallagher

Penrith
In May 2015 we objected to an order made by Eden District Council diverting a path
that crosses the railway in Appleby.  In November 2017 a public inquiry was held in
Penrith.   In  the  morning  objectors  argued  that  the  order  was  incapable  of
confirmation, and after considering the matter over the lunch break the Inspector
agreed  and  the  inquiry  closed.   The  path  remains  open  with  the  adjacent
development going ahead.  Network Rail  are to appeal  the decision in the High
Court.

Alan Duval


